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Results

Background
Haas Automation is the largest cnc machine company within the
United States, and is located within Camarillo, CA. During my
capstone I worked closely with network engineers and IT managers
at Haas Automation to develop a cybersecurity best practices
document that they may reference when deploying new software,
during network setup, website deployment, malware analysis,
penetration testing, and incident response. To aid in my research I
made use of the latest security white papers, and performed
simulations of real world attacks on Haas infrastructure to better
determine security needs and practices tailored to the company.
Penetration testing allowed for me to develop a deeper understanding
of the Haas Automation attack surface. Haas also supports a large
number of Haas factory outlets which operate world wide and
maintain their own websites. I worked with the IT manager at Haas,
Ken Shannon, to develop a document of best practices for website
security for these externally managed sites.

Methodology
● Read papers by SANS, Google Security white papers, and
consulted Dr. Soltys.
● Interviewed and spoke with network engineers and IT.
● Simulated real world attacks on the attack surface of Haas
Automation.
● Conducted penetration testing and information gathering.
● Replicated past attacks that have been successful to learn
methods that adversaries employed, and how they may have been
prevented.
● Refactored malware dropped on Haas servers to better
understand attackers goals and data exfiltration techniques.
● Deployed the Cuckoo Sandbox to quickly analyze malware
samples internally.
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Found multiple security holes that were quickly patched through coordinating with IT.
Created charts of network topology to identify pathways an attacker could take into the Haas network.
Wrote guides for incident response, malware analysis, and penetration testing.
Worked on implementing DMARC and DKIM to prevent attacks identified in penetration testing.
Wrote powershell scripts to aid the IT team in quickly patching vulnerable devices.
Coded a python script to keep track of all software used on current servers, and notify network
engineers whenever new software is installed, comparing changes from the last 60 days.
● Coded a python script to scan all Haas Windows devices for the Eternal Blue exploit, devices
found were quickly patched.
● Discovered an active breach of an external Haas factory outlet site and notified system
administrators.
● Wrote a script to quickly scan large lists of external Haas sites for vulnerabilities
and generate reports.

Conclusions
● Patch management is a critical yet difficult aspect of system security, patches must
be rolled out across hundred of devices, often in a matter of days after release, to
prevent infiltration by malicious actors.
● Malware analysis is a crucial step of incident response, it allows defenders to identify
the scope of a breach and best remediation methods.
● Penetration testing allows for the rapid testing of novel vulnerabilities, allowing
defenders to understand their attack surface and ramifications of new exploits.
● It is increasingly important to understand network topology, looking for suspicious
traffic at data exfiltration points allows defenders to identify breaches.
● Attribution of a cyber crime is increasingly difficult, malicious actors frequently make
use of proxy chains, virtual private networks, and find new ways to implement latest
encryption schemes in their attacks.
● Malware authors are becoming increasingly sophisticated. Signs show that many
use agile development strategies, and reuse resources from past campaigns for
rapid deployment. Many make use of Git, and deploy malware within several days of
a security notice.
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